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ABSTRACT: A pair of complimentary molecular dyads have been synthesized around a 1,2-diaminocyclohexyl spacer that 
itself undergoes ring inversion. Despite these conformational exchange processes, the donor and acceptor occupy quite 
restricted spatial regions and they are not interchangeable. The donor and acceptor pair comprise disparate boron dipyr-
romethene dyes selected to display favorable electronic energy transfer (EET). Steady-state emission spectroscopy confirms 
that through-space EET from donor to acceptor is almost quantitative, aided by the relatively short separations. Ultra-fast 
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy has allowed determination of the rates of EET for both dyads. Surprisingly, in view 
of the close proximity of donor and acceptor (center-to-center separations less than 20 Å), the EET dynamics are well 
accounted for in terms of the computed molecular conformations and conventional Förster theory. One dyad appears as a 
single family of conformations but EET for the second dyad corresponds to dual-exponential kinetics. In this latter case, an 
intramolecular hydrogen bond helps stabilize an open geometry wherein EET is relatively slow. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Förster theory underpinning through-space electronic 
energy transfer (EET) in the weak-coupling limit, developed 
originally in the late 1940’s,1 serves as a guide for designing, for 
example, innovative molecular devices,2 sensors,3 labels4 and 
machines.5 The theory is used extensively in biochemistry for 
estimating topological parameters6-8 in cases where X-ray 
crystal structures are difficult to obtain. Several critical fea-
tures of Förster theory, most notably the inverse separation 
distance to the power of six9,10 and the dependence on the 
spectral overlap integral,11 have been confirmed by experiment 
but certain aspects remain obscure. In part, the difficulty in 
applying Förster theory to molecular dyads comprising an en-
ergy-donor and an energy-acceptor comes about because of 
the dynamic nature of the entity under study.12 This situation 
becomes especially important13,14 when the donor-acceptor 
separation distance is comparable to the sum of the respective 
transition dipole moment vectors. Spacer groups used to po-
sition the donor and acceptor units are prone to out-of-plane 
bending motions15-19 while there is a continual problem to 
identify transition dipole moment vectors20 for highly conju-
gated fluorophores. Attempts to modify the theory for weakly-
coupled reactants, such as the extended dipole method,21-24 
have proved to be useful tools but there are few molecular dy-
ads that bring the reactants into close proximity (i.e., <20 Å) 
without providing a through-bond conduit for fast EET.25,26  

Many of the artificial analogues designed for through-space 
EET are based on the dendrimer motif where multiple chro-
mophores are arranged in layers around a central unit.27-29 
Other architectures include cyclic wheels,30 U-shaped ar-
rangements31 and orthogonally spaced donor-acceptor 
pairs.16,32 There are few examples of linear molecular dyads 
displaying through-spaced EET without the complications of 
accompanying through-bond coupling. Notable among these 
latter systems are those based on carborane-based spacers.33,34 
Many other systems do not favor detailed mechanistic exami-
nations because of flexible connections that prevent establish-
ing the molecular topology.35-38 To date, the shortest distances 
over which through-space EET has been compared with theo-
retical estimates remains at ca. 20 Å.10,12,15,16,25,26 

We now introduce two molecular dyads built from dissim-
ilar boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) dyes39 that enable ex-
ploration of through-space EET. These new dyads are assem-
bled around a 1,2-diaminocyclohexyl (DACH) spacer unit. The 
latter is well known40 in classical organic chemistry because of 
its conformational exchange and chirality. Thus, DACH gives 
rise to cis- and trans-conformers as outlined in Chart 1 where 
D and A, respectively, refer to the energy-donor and energy-
acceptor required for intramolecular EET. In the trans-config-
uration, both reactants can be held at axial (a,a) or equatorial 
(e,e) sites which interconvert by way of ring inversion. This 
latter process does not convert the molecule to the corre-



 

sponding cis-geometry. Now, the cis-conformer has one reac-
tant held at an axial site and the other at an equatorial site, 
giving rise to the mixed a,e configuration. This species can 
transform to the corresponding e,a species but must retain the 
overall cis-geometry. Although these various interconversions 
are likely to be fast,41 they cannot compete with rapid (i.e., 
sub-ns) EET from D to A; the rate of EET being dependent on 
the nature of the reactants and the molecular topology.42 We 
now examine the dynamics of EET in these molecular dyads 
using ultra-fast fluorescence spectroscopy. The primary pur-
pose of the investigation is to determine if the timescale for 
the intramolecular EET event is consistent with the geometry 
of the dyad. It will be appreciated that each dyad is likely to 
exist in a wide, and possibly bimodal, distribution of confor-
mations. This situation presents an interesting challenge in 
terms of achieving a proper understanding of the EET mecha-
nism. 

Chart 1. Pictorial Representation of the Likely Confor-
mations for the Cis and Trans Molecular Dyads As-
sembled Around the 1,2-Diaminocyclohexyl Scaffold. 
It is Considered that Conformational Exchange is Fro-
zen on the Timescale of EET. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Materials 

The two new molecular dyads were built around the DACH 
spacer unit and their molecular formulas are given in Figure 1. 
In each case, the energy donor is formed from a regular boron 
dipyrromethene (BODIPY) dye,39 which is intended to func-
tion as the energy donor. Such dyes are usually equipped with 
fluorine atoms attached at the boron site but, to aid solubility, 
we have replaced fluorine with a short alkyne chain.43 This 
strategy imports polarity to an otherwise nonpolar molecule 
and helps with chromatographic purification. The donor func-
tion is attached to the spacer by way of an amide linkage situ-
ated at the 4-position of a meso-phenyl ring.44 Alkyl groups on 
the dipyrrin framework force the meso-phenyl ring into an al-
most orthogonal orientation that does not favor through-
bond electronic interactions. Indeed, it has been demon-
strated that the amide connection attached in this way is a 
poor conduit for electronic communication between terminal 
BODIPY residues.44 

The complementary acceptor needs to possess a somewhat 
lower excitation energy such that its absorption profile over-
laps with fluorescence from the donor. This situation was 

achieved using a BODIPY derivative equipped45 with a N,N-
dimethylaminostyryl unit attached at the 3-position. The extra 
conjugation pushes the lowest-energy absorption transition to 
lower energy, as is required, and increases the corresponding 
oscillator strength. The amino group introduces polarity with-
out the need to replace the B-F bonds.46 The asymmetric na-
ture of this molecule complicates the synthesis but moving to 
the corresponding 3,5-bis-derivative decreases spectral over-
lap by a significant factor. Again, the acceptor unit is con-
nected to the spacer via an amide group attached to the meso-
phenyl ring. The 1,7-methyl groups keep the meso-phenyl ring 
in a near orthogonal geometry and prevent the acceptor from 
operating as a molecular-scale rotor.47 

The choice of DACH as the spacer group was based on the 
perceived notion that closely-spaced dyads could be achieved. 
It was also realized that the cyclohexyl ring is structurally dy-
namic, even with large groups attached at either axial or equa-
torial sites. This situation leads to families of conformers ra-
ther than a single, well-defined entity. To enrich the diversity 
of these dyads, the amide linkages were attached at axial (a) 
or equatorial (e) sites so as to give axial-axial (a,a) or axial-
equatorial (a,e) geometries (Figure 1). Rapid equilibration 
should convert the a,a conformer into the equatorial-equato-
rial (e,e) conformer but the mixed a,e conformer can only con-
vert to the e,a structure (Chart 1). In a crude sense, it is possi-
ble to consider these generic structures in terms of cis- and 
trans-geometries but it is important to specify the axial and 
equatorial distribution. The strategy used to realize these spe-
cific conformations involves a peptide coupling reaction be-
tween the commercially available cis- or trans-1,2-diaminocy-
clohexane primary amines and the corresponding BODIPY 
carboxylic acid derivatives mediated under ambient condi-
tions by O-(N-Succinimidyl)-N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyluronium 
tetrafluoroborate (TSTU).48 The dedicated acid reagents were 
prepared according to a carboalkoxylation reaction using wa-
ter as the nucleophile, carbon monoxide and the correspond-
ing phenyliodo-BODIPY derivative.49 The highly fluorescent 
donor (DON) and acceptor (ACC) derivatives were obtained 
as side-products during the peptide coupling reaction. The di-
methylamino fragments arise from activation of the TSTU re-
agent.48,50 To aid the structural identification and to provide 
controls for the spectroscopic studies, a series of mono-chro-
mophoric compounds was prepared (Figure 2). Full synthetic 
details are provided as part of the Supporting Information. 

Parameters for EET derived from control studies 

The simplest mono-chromophoric compounds used as 
controls for the spectroscopic studies have the donor (DON) 
or acceptor (ACC) functions terminated with an amide group. 
It was observed that replacing the fluorine atoms with the sol-
ubilizing alkyne residue had no effect on the photophysical 
properties recorded for the donor. To verify that the diamino-
cyclohexyl spacer unit does not enter into the light-induced 
processes, two more controls were introduced. These com-
prise one donor chromophore (DSp) or one acceptor unit 
(ASp) attached to the DACH spacer via an amide linkage. As 
indicated above, the DACH spacer can be resolved with the 
amino groups in what might be termed non-interconverting 
cis- and trans-isomers. This leads to four control compounds 
according to the geometry of the spacer (Figures 1 and 2). The 
photophysical properties of all the control compounds were 
established in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) solution at 

 



 

room temperature. Absorption and fluorescence spectra rec-
orded at room temperature are shown primarily in the Sup-
porting Information. A collection of the wavelengths corre-

sponding to the absorption (ABS) and emission (FLU) maxima 
is provided in Table 1. There is a significant difference in exci-
tation energies (E00), derived from the crossover points be-
tween normalized absorption and emission spectra, for donor 
and acceptor moieties but the presence of the spacer has neg-
ligible effect, thereby confirming its role as an innocent spec-
tator.  

Figure 1.  Representation of the target molecular dyads em-
phasizing the separation of donor (red) and acceptor (blue) 
moieties. These dyads are distinguished as possessing global 
trans-geometry (seen here on the left) or cis-geometry (seen 
here on the right) with respect to the spacer group. In crude 
terms, the cis-geometry positions both donor and acceptor on 
the same side of the DACH spacer while the trans-geometry 
places the chromophores on opposite side of the spacer 

Also provided in Table 1 are the fluorescence quantum 

yields (F) and excited-singlet state lifetimes (S) recorded in 
MTHF solution at room temperature. Emission is readily de-
tected from both chromophores and the radiative rate con-
stants (kRAD) are comparable across the series. These latter val-
ues are in reasonable agreement with the corresponding val-
ues (kSB) calculated from the Strickler-Berg expression.51 For 
all control compounds, there is good agreement between ab-
sorption and excitation spectra while fluorescence decay 
curves were strictly mono-exponential. Oscillator strengths (f) 
calculated for the first-allowed absorption transition and the 

corresponding transition dipole moments52 (TD) are also 
given in Table 1. 

The geometry around the DACH spacer moiety has no real 
effect on the photophysical or spectroscopic properties of 
these mono-chromophoric compounds (Table 1). Likewise, 
the presence of the spacer group does not introduce any sig-
nificant electronic effects or spectroscopic perturbations. Alt-
hough the amino groups will be in dynamic motion, alternat-
ing between axial and equatorial positions, this rapid ex-
change process does not affect the photophysical properties in 

any observable way. The minor variations between the various 
sets of compounds are well within experimental error. 

Figure 2.  Representation of the various reference molecules, 
with and without the accompanying DACH spacer group, and 
their corresponding abbreviations. The donor is presented in 
red while the acceptor is illustrated in blue. 

Figure 3.  Molecular formulas for the symmetrical dimers pro-
posed as additional reference compounds for the trans-geom-
etry (seen here on the left) and the cis-geometry. 

As a final control, the symmetrical dyads consisting of two 
identical donor units (DSpD) were studied under the same 
conditions (Figure 3). The derived photophysical properties 
are included in Table S1. Comparison with the mono-chromo-
phoric compounds suggests that there might be some minor 
quenching introduced by the close proximity of the two chro-
mophores, although there are no detectable spectral shifts. In-
deed, the cis-dyad (c-DSpD) shows slightly more perturbation 
than the corresponding trans-dyad (t-DSpD). From the meas-
ured fluorescence lifetimes, the quenching occurs with a first-
order rate constant of less than 5 x 107 s-1. It will be shown later 
that this value becomes insignificant in comparison to the rate 
constant for intramolecular EET. 

 

 

 



 

Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy with the asym-
metrical dyads 

Overlap of the absorption bands for the donor and accep-
tor restricts selection of a wavelength region where discrimi-
natory excitation of the donor can be realized, although this is 
easily achieved for the acceptor. In the case of the trans-spe-
cies (t-DSpA), this being a mixture of a,a and e,e confor-
mations, absorption spectra of the isolated donor, acceptor, 
dyad and summed donor-acceptor are shown in Figure 4; the 
corresponding spectra for the cis-species (c-DSpA) are shown 
as Figure S14. From the comparison, it appears that excitation 
at 470 nm offers the best choice. There is little, if any, elec-
tronic interaction between the two chromophores across the 
dyad. Thus, the spacer group appears to hold apart the chro-
mophores; this impression is supported by molecular model-
ling studies as will be described later.  For each system, exci-
tation at 560 nm leads to population of the first-allowed, sin-
glet-excited state associated with the acceptor. Fluorescence 
quantum yields and excited-state lifetimes measured in MTHF 
are collected in Table 2. The quantum yields derived for the 
dyads are reduced relative to the mono-chromophores but the 
lifetimes are more comparable. It is possible that the presence 
of the donor causes minor quenching of the acceptor fluores-
cence, although this does not appear to be a significant effect.  

Figure 4. Absorption spectra of each component of the so-
called trans-species and the fluorescence spectrum recorded 
for the dyad (t-DSpA, brown curve) in MTHF. Individual ab-
sorption spectra refer to the donor (t-DSp, blue curve), the ac-
ceptor (t-SpA, red curve) and the dyad (t-ASp, green curve). 

In contrast, fluorescence from the donor is heavily 
quenched in both dyads. The preferred excitation wavelength 
for these measurements is 470 nm, where the donor chromo-
phore is responsible for >95% of the total absorbance (Figures 
4 and S2). Under these conditions, the quantum yields for do-
nor emission are massively decreased while the lifetimes be-

come too short (S< 50 ps) to be resolved by time-correlated, 
single photon counting or phase modulation methods (Table 
2). The extent of fluorescence quenching (PQ) exceeds 99% in 
each case. For the same excitation wavelength, the acceptor 
fluorescence is significantly increased compared to that from 
an equimolar mixture of donor and acceptor. Fluorescence ex-
citation spectra are in good agreement with the absorption 
spectrum of the donor in the region, including the region 
where the donor absorbs strongly (Figures S11 and S12). These 

latter factors point towards electronic energy transfer (EET) as 
being the primary cause of extinction of donor emission for 
these particular dyads. 

The spectral overlap integral (JDA) for emission from DSp 
and absorption by ASp were calculated52 on the basis of Equa-
tion 1 and are included in Table 2. Here, the individual spectra 

are recorded in units of wavenumber () and normalized to 

unity; ƒD refers to the emission intensity for the donor and A 
is the molar absorption coefficient for the acceptor. Again, 
there is no apparent effect of the spacer geometry. The derived 
values for JDA are relatively high, despite the observation that 
the respective 0,0 vibrational bands do not overlap to any ap-
preciable extent. In fact, EET from D to A is likely to populate 
upper vibronic modes associated with the acceptor unit. This 
effect is illustrated in Figure2 S15 and S16 and indicates clearly 
that the absorption spectrum of the acceptor exhibits a vibra-
tional progression on the high-energy side that corresponds to 
a medium-frequency mode of ca. 1,170 cm-1. The excitation en-
ergies of donor and acceptor are 19,700 and 16,000 cm-1,, re-
spectively  (Table 1). Therefore, the excess excitation energy of 
3,700 cm-1 will be dissipated via this mode, which is attributed 
to C=C and C=N torsional bending modes. Direct EET will 
populate the third or fourth vibrational level and should be 
followed by fast vibrational cooling.53 
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The Förster critical distance (RCD) for EET across these mo-
lecular dyads was calculated54 from Equation 2 where s refers 
to the Onsager screening factor,55 n is the refractive index of 

the surrounding medium,  refers to the transition dipole mo-

ment for donor or acceptor, and  is the orientation factor.56 
The latter term can be calculated in several ways but we opted 

to make use of Equation 3 where T is the angle between the 
transition dipole moment vectors on donor and acceptor. The 
corresponding angles between the molecular axis, taken as an 
imaginary line connecting the centers of the two transition di-
pole moment vectors, and the donor vector or the acceptor 

vector are referred to as D or A, respectively. These angles 
are subject to considerable uncertainty because of certain in-
ternal rotations. We take the critical distance as being the sep-
aration between the centers of the transition dipole moment 
vectors for D and A at the point where the EET probability is 
50%. Under these specific conditions, the excited-state life-
time for the donor will be halved to 2.0 ns. On the assumption 
of random orientations of the transition dipole moment vec-

tors (i.e., 2 = 0.67), the average value for RCD is found to be 
around 55 Å. A molecular model with the chromophores 
forced into the fully extended geometry corresponds to a cen-
ter-to-center separation length of only 22 Å (Figure S25) such 
that we might anticipate very efficient EET for the asymmet-
rical dyads, DSpA, regardless of the geometry imposed by the 
spacer. 

 

 

 



 

Table 1. Compilation of the main photophysical properties recorded for the mono-chromophoric control com-
pounds in MTHF solution at room temperature.a 

Property DON t-DSp c-DSp ACC t-ASp c-ASp 

MAX / nm 499 499 499 599 600 599 

MAX / M-1cm-1 85,225 88,085 86,060 102,950 104,190 103,030 

f 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.65 0.63 0.60 

FLU / nm 516 516 517 653 656 654 

F 0.56 0.64 0.61 0.78 0.74 0.76 

S / ns 3.8 4.0 3.9 4.1 4.0 4.1 

kRAD / 107 s-1 15.0 16.0 15.6 19.0 18.0 18.5 

kSB / 107 s-1 18.0 19.0 19.0 24.0 23.0 23.0 

TD / D 2.50 2.43 2.41 3.21 3.15 3.20 

E00 / cm-1 19,710 19,710 19,690 16,005 15,955 15,995 

(a) The specification of cis- or trans-geometry refers to the arrangement of the amino groups on the DACH spacer function. 
These can interconvert between axial and equatorial positions but not between the cis- and trans-geometries.

 

𝜅 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑇 − 3𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝐴              (3) 

Time-resolved fluorescence studies with the “trans” 
conformer 

The measurement of EET dynamics requires better tem-
poral resolution than is possible with time-correlated, single 
photon counting. This was provided57 using up-conversion 
fluorescence spectroscopy. For these ultrafast measurements, 
excitation was provided at 515 nm, where the donor absorbs 
ca. 60% of incident photons (Figure 4). Detection was fixed at 
660 nm, where the acceptor fluorescence is at a maximum and 
there is essentially no residual emission from the donor. The 
results are shown in Figure 5. At this wavelength, the fluores-
cence decay profile shows a fast component with a lifetime of 
ca. 15 ps, representing 40% of the initial amplitude, and a re-
sidual component having a lifetime in the nanosecond range. 
This latter emitting species is identified as the thermally-re-
laxed, excited singlet state associated with the acceptor while 
the 15-ps component is attributed to vibrational relaxation 
within the acceptor moiety.58 It is, however, the rise-times for 
the fluorescence signal that contain more relevant infor-
mation in terms of intramolecular EET. At 660 nm, it was con-
sidered that ca. 60% of the signal should grow-in after the ex-
citation pulse as a consequence of initial population of the do-
nor excited state while the remaining 40% of the emission 
should be formed instantaneously. This latter component rep-
resents that fraction of the signal that arises from direct exci-
tation of the acceptor. Using these restricting conditions, a 
relatively good fit could be obtained with a rise-time constant 
of 320 fs for the 60% component (Figure 5). This fast compo-
nent is assigned to intramolecular EET across the DACH 
spacer. 

Fluorescence from the donor was recorded and the decay 
profile could be analyzed to give a rough fit of 300-500 fs. Un-
fortunately, the data were quite noisy and there has to be some 
concern over the ambiguity of assigning the decay when we 
have 40% direct excitation of the acceptor. For example, part 
of the decay curve could arise from hot emission associated  

Figure 5.  Example of the ultrafast time-resolved emission 
profile recorded following excitation of t-DSpA at 515 nm, ex-
citing 60% donor and 40% acceptor. Detection is at 660 nm, 
being solely due to emission from the acceptor.  The rise of the 
emission is best fitted with a time constant of 320 fs, consti-
tuting 60% of the rise (fixed), the other 40% being instantane-
ous.  A decay is observed on longer timescales (inset), fitted to 
~15 ps, with a further long-lived offset. The dotted line is the 
instrument response function and the bottom panel shows the 
weighted residuals. 

with the acceptor moiety. Thus, under these conditions, it is 
not entirely certain that the process being monitored is re-
lated solely to electronic energy transfer from donor to accep-
tor. 

In principle, further information59 about the EET process 
might be sought from time-resolved depolarization of the flu-
orescence signal at 660 nm, as shown in Figure 6. This type of 
analysis is severely hindered, however, by the fact that some 
40% of the acceptor-based fluorescence is formed by direct ex-
citation. This direct population of the emitting state will most 
likely alter the observed anisotropy values. It is clear, however, 
that intramolecular EET causes a large change in anisotropy, 
indicating a significant change in emission dipole angle,60 as 
the final measured value is close to -0.1.  Since direct excitation 

 



 

is expected to give a positive, but unknown, anisotropy value, 
it is reasonable to suppose that the change in transition dipole 
accompanying EET is likely to be close to 90° (see later). 

Table 2. Summary of spectroscopic properties rec-
orded for the asymmetrical dyads in MTHF solution. 

Property t-DSpA c-DSpA 

ABS / nm 499 (a) : 602 (b) 499 (a) : 603 (b) 

MAX / M-1 cm-1 103,040 (a) : 

102,385 (b) 

102,250 (a) : 

100,000 (b) 

FLU / nm 516 (a) : 664 (b) 524 (a) : 669 (b) 

F (c) 0.42 0.45 

S / ns 3.6 (b) 3.5 (b) 

PQ / % (d) 99.8 99.2 

JDA / cm 0.0034 0.0041 

RCD / Å 53.5 55.9 

(a) Refers to the donor moiety. (b) Refers to the acceptor 
moiety. (c) Quantum yield for the acceptor following excita-
tion into the donor at 470 nm. (d) Calculated by comparison 
of the donor fluorescence yield with that of the corresponding 
symmetrical dyad with excitation at 470 nm. 

Figure 6.  Ultrafast fluorescence anisotropy of t-DSpA follow-
ing excitation at 515 nm and with detection at 660 nm.  Ani-
sotropy begins positive before turning negative, reaching a 
minimum value of ca. -0.1. 

Figure 7. Example of time-resolved emission detected at 660 
nm following excitation of c-DSpA at 515 nm.  The rise-time 
amplitude of 60% is split into two 30% components (fixed) 
with the time constants given in the text. Good agreement 

with the experimental data is obtained, as evidenced by the 
relatively minor features in the residuals shown at the bottom. 

Time-resolved fluorescence studies with the “cis” con-
former 

The only difference between the cis- and trans-dyads re-
lates to the geometry around the central spacer unit. Similar 
measurements to those described above for the trans-con-
former were made for the cis-conformer (Figure 7). The rele-
vant absorption spectra (Figure S2) were analyzed to confirm 
that excitation at 515 nm will lead to ca. 40% direct excitation 
of the acceptor moiety. In the case of c-DSpA, there were no 
obvious signs53,58 of vibrational cooling for the emission signal 
monitored at 660 nm. Instead, the emission was observed to 
decay with a nanosecond time constant, as already described. 
In this case, the rise time could not be accounted for as a com-
bination of an instantaneous growth, with an amplitude of ca. 
40%, and a slower component (Figure S18-S22). Satisfactory 
fits could be obtained with the rise-time appearing as the sum 
of two exponential components, contributing a total of 60% 
towards the amplitude, and an instantaneous appearance of 
ca. 40% amplitude (Figure 7). The fitted rise-time constants 
were found to be 250 and 970 fs. As above, these fast compo-
nents are attributed to intramolecular EET from donor to ac-
ceptor.  One possibility for the occurrence of two lifetimes is 
that the dyad exists in two conformations that do not inter-
convert on the relevant time scale (see below). Fluorescence 
anisotropy measurements confirm that there must be a sub-
stantial change in the angle between the relevant transition 
dipoles during the EET (Figure S17). 

Molecular modelling studies with the asymmetrical dy-
ads 

The ultrafast fluorescence measurements indicate rapid in-
tramolecular EET in both asymmetrical dyads, despite the 
modest spectral overlap integrals. Similar timescales are indi-
cated for the two structures but it is suggested that the cis-
conformer co-exists in the form of two structural groups that 
do not equilibrate on the timescale for EET. Both cis- and 
trans-isomers are anticipated to undergo fast equilibration be-
tween axial and equatorial species61 but such exchange is un-
likely to compete with EET across the spacer group. There are 
several possible sites for internal rotation and the amide 
bonds can themselves alternate between cis- and trans-geom-
etries.62 This adds up to a complex and dynamic topological 
picture. To help restrict this structural landscape, a series of 
molecular modelling studies was undertaken with each dyad 
dispersed in a solvent reservoir having a dielectric constant of 
10. Starting structures were generated to correspond to the ge-
neric picture portrayed in Chart 1.  

We begin by consideration of the preferred molecular to-
pology for the cis-conformer c-DSpA, which requires one 
chromophore to be in an axial configuration and the second 
chromophore to be located at an equatorial site (chart 1). The 
energy-minimized structures demanded an equatorial donor 
and an axial acceptor; we can specify this species as being c-
DESpAA. Such species were generally ca. 10 kJ/mol more stable 
than the corresponding c-DASpAE species, possibly reflecting 
the larger size of the acceptor unit. In order to simplify the 
situation, we ignore the less stable family of conformers and 
restrict attention to c-DESpAA. Here, the lowest energy con-
formation has both amide groups held in the trans-geometry. 

 

 



 

This leads to a relatively closed structure with a donor-accep-
tor center-to-center separation (RDA) of ca. 13.6 Å. Partial ro-
tation around the C-C connecting bond between the carbonyl 
group and the meso-phenyl ring is possible for both donor and 
acceptor and amplifies the variation in mutual orientations 
but without really affecting the separation. 

Figure 8. The two lowest-energy structures computed 
(PBE0/6-311G(d)/PCM) for c-DESpAA. (a) Both amide groups 
are in the trans-geometry (i.e., head-to-tail configuration), 
giving rise to a relatively closed structure. (b) For this open 
form, the donor amide is in the cis-geometry but the acceptor 
amide has the trans-geometry. 

A second conformer exists that has the donor amide group 
in the cis-geometry but retains a trans-geometry for the amide 
linker adjacent to the acceptor unit. This conformer is par-
tially stabilized by a hydrogen bond (H-O distance of 2.7 Å) 
between the two amide residues but has a relatively open 
structure with a center-to-center separation of ca. 17.7 Å. The 
computed energy difference between these two structures is 
less than 4 kJ/mol in favor of the closed form under these con-
ditions. Interestingly, the cis-amide becomes more favorable 
in less polar solvents, in part because of the hydrogen bond. 
Again, partial rotation around the C-C connection increases 
the variety of possible orientations but does not greatly alter 
the separation distance. It is not possible, because of severe 
steric crowding, for the acceptor amide group to isomerize to 
or exist in the cis-geometry. 

The two lowest-energy conformations are illustrated by 
Figure 8 and a description of all the calculated structures is 
given in the Supporting Information. For c-DESpAA, isomeri-
zation of the donor amide linkage involves a rotational energy 
barrier of ca. 95 kJ/mol. A point of interest concerns the ap-
parent identification of two preferred conformations that dif-
fer substantially with respect to mutual alignment of the do-
nor and acceptor units. The energy difference between these 
two species is small but sensitive to the polarity of the solvent.  
This conformational balance could, in principle, account for 
the time-resolved emission results. It might be noted that FT-
IR spectra confirm the involvement of an intramolecular hy-
drogen bond. 

We turn attention now to t-DSpA, where both donor and 
acceptor functions are expected to be either axial or equatorial 
and where, according to Chart 1, these residues will appear on 
opposite sides of the spacer group. The calculations indicate 
that the species with both donor and acceptor held at axial 
sites, t-DASpAA, is more stable by ca. 15 kJ/mol than the corre-
sponding equatorial conformer, t-DESpAE. To simplify mat-
ters, we eliminate this latter family of structures from further 
consideration. Furthermore, it is not possible to arrange for 
both amide groups to adopt the cis-configuration because this 
structure requires the two chromophores to occupy the same 
space. In contrast, two structures could be identified with one 
amide having the cis-configuration and the second amide be-
ing in the trans-configuration (Figure 9). These two energy-
minimized geometries are essentially isoenergetic and are 
therefore likely to co-exist in solution at ambient temperature. 
The two computed structures are relatively closed but cannot 
be interconverted under normal conditions. This is because 
the computed rotational barriers for the amide bonds are far 
too high; individual barriers being 83 kJ/mol for the donor am-
ide and 81 kJ/mol for the acceptor amide. Internal hydrogen 
bonding is not possible for t-DASpAA.  

Figure 9. Stable conformations (PBE0/6-311G(d)/PCM) for t-
DASpAA; (a) donor amide has the cis-geometry but the accep-
tor amide is in the trans-configuration, (b) donor amide has 
the trans-geometry but the acceptor amide is in the cis-con-
figuration, and (c) both amides are in the trans-geometry. 

These calculations indicate that the structure having both 
amide groups in the trans-configuration is somewhat less sta-
ble than the mixed trans/cis species mentioned above by ca. 5 
kJ/mol. This energy difference increases in less polar solvents. 
The reactants are now well separated, with a center-to-center 
separation distance of ca. 20 Å (Figure 9). Restricted rotation 
around the meso-phenyl linkages affects the molecular orien-
tation but not the separation distance. For this species, full 
isomerization of the amide groups in unlikely to occur in so-
lution since the computed rotational barriers are ca. 80 
kJ/mol. Without being too specific, this open conformation is 
not conducive to fast EET because of the large separation63 
and unfavorable orientation.64 This situation is in contrast to 
that of the mixed trans/cis conformers where the geometry 
appears more consistent with rapid intramolecular EET. We 
might anticipate, on the basis of these two families of con-
formers, to observe dual-exponential kinetics for growth of 
the excited-state localized on the acceptor, in addition to the 

 

 



 

instantaneous growth due to direct excitation. Such kinetics 
are observed for c-DSpA but not for t-DSpA. This points to an 
apparent inconsistency between the time-resolved emission 
studies and the molecular modelling. 

The molecular modelling studies, however, do not reflect 
the relatively high dipole moment of the acceptor unit and its 
interaction with the surrounding solvent. It has already been 
shown65,66 that the photophysical properties of the acceptor 
depend markedly on the polarity of the solvent. This species 
is stabilized by polar solvents. Within this context, it is possi-
ble to rationalize the apparent discrepancy between the two 
studies: To do this, we invoke the idea of a solvatophobic ef-
fect67 in which polar solvents, such as acetonitrile, stabilize the 
acceptor unit without affecting the donor. In less polar sol-
vents, such as tetrahydrofuran, the acceptor seeks to minimize 
contact with the solvent by moving towards the closed con-
formations. Within this premise, t-DASpAA favors the mixed 
trans-cis conformers shown in Figure 9 and, as such, is ex-
pected to exhibit rapid intramolecular EET. It might be men-
tioned that similar solvatophobic effects have been re-
ported68,69 for related BODIPY-based compounds where 
largescale structural changes have been observed on changing 
the polarity of the solvent. The same behavior should hold for 
c-DESpAA except that the internal hydrogen bond between the 
two amide linkages helps to stabilize the open conformation 
(Figure 8). Of course, hydrogen bonding is well known to sta-
bilize the structures of peptides70 and proteins71 but is less 
common in synthetic dyads.72 The involvement of an O…H-N 
bond, unique to the open form of c-DESpAA, brings a simple 
explanation to the observed kinetic behavior. 

Comparison with Förster dipole-dipole theory 

The structural parameters determined by molecular mod-
elling, together with the spectroscopic data, were used to 
compute the rates of EET across the DACH spacer unit. The 
theory1,73 assumes through-space EET between reactants that 
are not subject to mutual electronic interactions. Thus, Equa-
tion 4 was used to calculate the rate constant (kEET) for intra-
molecular EET in each of the recognized conformers on the 
assumption that the electronic coupling matrix element (VDA) 
refers solely to Coulombic interactions. In the first instance, 
the distance parameter was taken as the separation between 
the centers of the respective transition dipole moment vectors 
associated with donor and acceptor (see Supporting Infor-
mation for a listing of these values). The average separation 
distances (RDA) are comparable to the sum of the transition 
dipole moment vectors taken from the molecular models and 
there has to be serious concerns about the validity of using 
Förster theory under such circumstances.74-76 Other concerns 
include the exact form of the solvent screening factor77 (s), the 
involvement of multipole interactions at short separations,78 
and the uncertainty about the calculated orientation factor79 
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On persisting with Equation 4, we find that very fast 
through-space EET is expected for the mixed trans-cis amide 
conformers projected for t-DASpAA. Individual values are 1.9 x 
1012 s-1 (RDA = 7.8 Å) for the cis-amide at the acceptor site and 
1.8 x 1012 s-1 (RDA = 12.7 Å) with the cis-amide on the donor side. 
The average value is surprisingly close to the experimental 

value of 3.1 x 1012 s-1. It requires only minor adjustments to the 
geometry to bring the experimental and calculated kEET values 
into perfect agreement and it should be stressed that there are 
large errors associated with the calculated orientation fac-
tors.80 That the rates for the two proposed conformers are 
closely comparable is in line with the observation of a single 
kinetic term derived from the time-resolved emission studies. 
In contrast, the rate constant calculated for the open confor-
mation is 5 x 109 s-1, which would surely lead to dual-exponen-
tial kinetics for the EET event. Allowing for higher-order con-
tributions to the coupling element, such as quadrupole-dipole 
interactions,81 will increase the calculated kEET values for the 
mixed cis-trans species. The same is true if due allowance is 
made for the nearby polar acceptor inducing a partial dipole 
for the nonpolar donor.82  

Similar calculations were made for c-DESpAA. Thus, the cal-
culated rate constant for intramolecular EET for the species 
with both amides held in the trans-configuration (RDA = 13.7 
Å) is 2.0 x 1012 s-1. This value agrees well with the experimental 
rate constant of 4 x 1012 s-1. The second species, having the do-
nor amide in the cis-geometry and the acceptor amide held in 
the trans-arrangement (RDA = 13.8 Å) has a calculated kEET of 
4.1 x 1011 s-1. This can be compared with the experimental kEET 
of 1 x 1012 s-1. The calculations consistently underestimate the 
experimental values by a factor of ca. 2-fold but, considering 
the uncertainties and doubts involved in applying the ideal di-
pole approximation to non-spherical reagents at short separa-
tions, this level of agreement is astonishing. At the least, it is 
possible to assign the two kEET values derived for c-DESpAA to 
particular structures. 

For both systems, replacing the ideal dipole approximation 
with the extended dipole approached introduced by Kuhn83 
leads to similar conclusions to those reached above. The pro-
posed molecular geometries give rise to computed coupling 
elements that can be used to give kEET values in quite good 
agreement with the experimental results. The advantage of 
the extended dipole moment is that it avoids the reliance on 
mutual angles but requires information about the dipole 
lengths (Figures S25 and S26). These are not so easy to estab-
lish for the acceptor. Nonetheless, these findings are further 
testimony that the projected molecular structures allow a 
good understanding of the rates of very fast through-space 
EET in these system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work describes intramolecular electronic energy 
transfer within a molecular dyad where the reactants are held 
in relatively close proximity and presumably in dynamic equi-
librium between different conformations. The spacer group is 
not expected to be effective at promoting through-bond elec-
tronic interactions and instead it is anticipated that EET will 
take place by way of long-range through-space interactions. 
The application of ultrafast fluorescence spectroscopy has 
confirmed highly effective EET from donor to acceptor and 
has allowed determination of the corresponding rates of intra-
molecular EET. The derived rates are extremely fast (i.e., sub-
ps) but, because we monitor growth of the excited state resi-
dent on the acceptor moiety, these can be safely attributed to 
intramolecular EET. The results are fully consistent with one 
dyad existing as a distribution of conformers with similar to-
pologies but the other dyad showing two groups of confor-
mations that do not equilibrate on the relevant timescale. This 



 

disparity is explained in terms of an internal hydrogen bond 
while the molecular shape is believed to be controlled, in part, 
by solvatophobic effects associated with the polar acceptor. If 
correct, it is remarkable that a single hydrogen bond can in-
fluence the 3-dimensional structure of a large molecule having 
multiple sites where topological ambiguity can exist. The pos-
sibility idea that an intramolecular hydrogen bond could over-
come the solvatophobic effect and control the geometry of a 
large multi-component molecule seems worthy of more de-
tailed examination.  

The DACH scaffold has not been used previously as a 
spacer for molecular dyads but could be a valuable building 
block for constructing chiral architectures. The amide connec-
tions invariably introduce structural complexities but these 
might be controlled by provision of hydrogen bonding sites. 
For the non-spherical dyads studied here, the rates of 
through-space EET are consistent with the results of calcula-
tions1 made with the ideal dipole approximation. The level of 
agreement between experiment and theory is surprising, es-
pecially given the very high rates of EET. Förster theory con-
sistently underestimates the rates but only by a factor of about 
2-fold. It will now be challenging to design new molecular dy-
ads for through-space EET across shorter distances than those 
involved here. Indeed, for t-DASpAA, the shortest center-to-
center separation is only 7.8 Å which is comparable to that for 
certain natural light-harvesting antennas where distances fall 
within the range 5-20 Å.84 Despite the close proximity, there 
are no obvious signs of interchromophore coupling in these 
dyads, at least in liquid phase. As such the scaffold could be a 
useful medium for promoting singlet exciton fission85 where 
two identical chromophores should be held closely together.86 

It will also be instructive to evaluate the performance of the 
dyads in thin films. 
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